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DECEMBER 31, 2020

In September 2019, The Conservation Fund (the “Fund”) set out to bring
a unique security to the investment grade bond market, one that would
meet the definition of “Green” in every sense and highlight the ability of
the Fund’s natural climate solution, the Working Forest Fund®, to address
climate change, conservation and economic resilience objectives through
working forest conservation in the United States.
After successfully issuing $150 million of Taxable Green Bonds (Working
Forest Conservation Program), Series 2019, the Fund has been actively
utilizing the proceeds for their intended purpose and, in this report,
summarizes the impact metrics the Fund has been able to achieve as of
December 31, 2020.
In addition, this report highlights three projects where the Fund
utilized green bond proceeds. For a complete list and description
of all Working Forest Fund projects utilizing bond capital visit
www.conservationfund.org/green-bonds

Investment on the Ground

from 1.4 billion passenger vehicle miles
every year). The Fund’s objective of
permanent conservation for sustainable
forestry will ensure that the United States’
most efficient and effective natural climate
solution can persist on these landscapes in
perpetuity without risk of over-harvesting
or development.

Proceeds from the offering have enabled
the Fund to acquire more than 220,000
acres of working forestland across the
country (equal to an area 15 times the
size of the island of Manhattan), with the
ultimate goal of permanently protecting
these lands for their ecosystem and climate
benefits, as well as their recreational and
economic values. These critical landscapes
across Maine, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Minnesota and Florida possess high
conservation values and carbon capture
characteristics that would otherwise be
threatened by commercial development
and/or fragmentation.

Leveraged Impact
The Fund’s ability to blend bond proceeds
with other sources of capital (including its
own revolving capital) has enabled the Fund
to leverage bond proceeds into more acres
protected and a greater climate impact. As
of December 31, 2020, the Fund acquired
projects valued at more than $245m
using $131m of bond funds. Moreover, the
Fund is on track to use the balance of the
bond proceeds in early 2021 and begin
re-deploying a portion of the funds used
for its initial investments into a second slate
of new projects in 2021.

Climate Benefits
The forests acquired as of December 31,
2020 represent approximately 54 million
tons of carbon secured (MT CO2e), and
annual capture capacity of over 500,000
MT CO2e (equivalent to the carbon output
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Key Milestones as of December 31, 2020

$1.87M
Dollar value of
forests acquired per
$1 million of bonds

The amount of
carbon stored
per $1 million of
bonds is

415,000
MT CO2e

The acres acquired
per $1 million of
bonds are

1,700
ACRES

which are
equivalent to

1,288
football fields
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Green Bond Portfolio Overview
The impact metrics and project stories below highlight the Fund’s ability to invest Green
Bond proceeds into projects with permanent conservation outcomes while supporting local
communities that depend on one of our country’s most important natural resources—forests.

The Total Value of Projects
Utilizing Green Bonds Proceeds Is

Green Bonds Proceeds Invested

$131,602,987

$245,712,725

out of

(as of December 31, 2020, unaudited)

$150,000,000

223,760

(as of December 31, 2020, unaudited)

Total Project Acres

8
Total Number of Projects
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Green Bond Project Investments as of December 31, 2020

1,145

54,696,593

Total Jobs Created
or Maintained

MT CO2e Stored

444

$138,634,908

Miles of Streams/Rivers
Protected

Total Economic Impact
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The Working Forest Fund®
For the past 10 years, the Fund has pioneered an
effective and financially sustainable model — The
Working Forest Fund® — to ensure at-risk forests are
never broken apart or degraded. Over the next 10
to 15 years the Fund has the opportunity to rapidly
scale this model and save 5 million acres of the most
exceptional and highest conservation value forests.
The carbon stored by this area is estimated to be over
1.1 billion MT CO2e. That’s equivalent to the carbon
emissions from over 300 coal fired power plants for
an entire year.

Simultaneously, the Working Forest Fund begins
the process of securing a permanent conservation
easement that will forever prevent fragmentation
or commercial development of the forest. These
easements provide for public access and recreation
along with continued timber harvesting according
to sustainable forestry best practices. Once the
easement is secured, the Working Forest Fund sells
the permanently protected forest to a private or public
buyer, recovering its invested capital for redeployment
in another forest acquisition. At times, the Working
Forest Fund will sell the fee interest in a working
forest without a conservation easement in place to a
government agency or conservation organization to
achieve a permanent conservation outcome.

The Working Forest Fund identifies and acquires the
most important domestic, at-risk private forests with
vital support from the philanthropic community and
state and federal agencies. Once it owns a forest, the
Working Forest Fund develops a sustainable harvest
plan along with wildlife and habitat restoration plans.
These protect the forest while also maintaining local
forestry jobs.

754K+

Acres Secured

178M
MT CO2e
Secured

Some of the Working Forest Fund accomplishments
and impact metrics as of December 31, 2020 are
listed below and for more information please see:
www.workingforestfund.org

5,359

Jobs Secured
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$628M
in Annual
Economic
Impact

1,347

Miles of
Streams & Rivers
Protected
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The Right Solution at the Right Time
Fighting Climate Change

Securing Resilient
Landscapes

Natural climate solutions, like forests, agricultural lands,
and wetlands, are the most effective negative emissions
technology available today to fight climate change.

Forests also provide a range of ecosystem services,
from wildlife habitat to a protected drinking water
supply, supporting landscapes and communities that
are more resilient to the impacts of a shifting climate.

• Recent reports from the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America estimate that natural climate
solutions can provide up to 37% of carbon
mitigation necessary through 2030 in order to
keep global warming below 2°C.i Of all natural
climate solutions, forest-based solutions are
by far the most cost-effective and have the
largest potential for impact.

• The conservation and restoration of working
forests provides significant benefits to surface
drinking water supply. The Green Bond portfolio
includes more than 95,000 acres of forestland
classified as above average with respect to their
importance to surface drinking water.vii
• Of the world’s 105 largest cities, 33 rely
upon protected forests to maintain drinking
water availability and quality.viii U.S. cities like
New York, Boston, and San Francisco realize
significant cost savings in water treatment as
forests naturally maintain water quality.

• Between 1990 to 2015, the carbon sequestered
in U.S. forests offset 11% of the country’s CO2
emissions. ii Sustainable management and
avoided development of these forests are some
of the most significant ways of maintaining
their climate mitigation potential. Forests can
provide double the necessary climate mitigation
when compared to agricultural and grassland
capacity combined.iii Securing and improving
existing forestland through sustainable
management is one of the largest opportunities
for addressing climate change in the U.S. and
can be accomplished at a much lower cost than
reforestation,iv presenting a near-term, high
impact opportunity for investment.

• Forest fragmentation diminishes ecosystem
function, the diversity of plant and animal
species, and the ability of these species to
migrate. Maintaining large blocks of connected
forests protects ecosystem function and allows
species to adapt in a shifting climate.

Strengthening Rural
Communities
Working Forest Fund projects protect the large,
intact forests that bolster forest-based economies
and protect jobs, providing a sustainable climate
solution that supports local communities and drives
economic development.
• Forestry-related industries provide more than
one million direct jobs in the United States and
contribute $107.5 billion to our national GDP.v
• Outdoor recreation is a powerful economic
driver in rural communities as well, supporting
7.6 million jobs across the U.S. and generating
$125 billion in annual federal, state and local
tax revenue.vi
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• Green Bond projects have secured over
37,000 acres of “climate resilient land,”ixx areas
providing native species with a range of climate
variations essential to survival as the overall
climate shifts.

Resilient Landscape Impact
of Green Bond Projects
as of December 31, 2020

• Additionally, over 92,000 acres of the portfolio
are classified as highly valuable “climate flow
zones,” areas that provide connectivity for
species migrating in response to climate change.
These flow zones include over 5,000 acres of
critical “climate corridors,” classified as especially
critical pathways for species movement.

37,581

Resilient Acres

92,924

The next decade is the most critical period for
keeping global warming below 2°C and avoiding
unprecedented negative economic, environmental,
and social consequences. xi Unlike engineered
strategies to combat climate change, the Working
Forest Fund is enacting solutions and making
progress today.

Climate Flow Zone Acres

5,707

Climate Corridor Acres
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Selected Working Forest Fund® Green Bond Project

Chadbourne Tree Farm – Maine
Why This Project Matters

The Chadbourne Tree Farm in western Maine is one
of America’s prized white pine forests, with a rich
family history and exceptional timber management
background. The Fund acquired the Chadbourne Tree
Farm and is leading the effort to protect over 15,000
acres so it can remain permanently protected and
productive.

The Chadbourne Tree Farm, located on the Wabanaki
homelands, is ripe with ecological, community
and economic value. The conservation of this key
forestland will:
• Protect the fourth largest private forest in
the Sebago Lake watershed, filtering drinking
water for more than 200,000 residents in the
City of Portland.

The Fund’s Role
To stretch the Fund’s investment and deployment
of green bonds, the Fund partnered with a private
family foundation as an investor in the Chadbourne
Tree Farm project. As a fellow nonprofit, the
foundation shares the Fund’s interest in seeing this
land permanently conserved.

• Secure the scenic viewshed for the White
Mountain National Forest and village of
Bethel—a popular tourist destination. This
protected land also will support Bethel’s
extensive public trail network, which is key to
the community’s economic future.

The property will be sustainably managed over the
next several years for the improvement and protection
of the forest’s valuable resources, wildlife habitat
and recreational assets, carrying on the Chadbourne
family legacy of exemplary forest management
practices. The purchase also will provide time for the
Fund and its partners, which include Inland Woods
and Trails, Mahoosuc Land Trust, Western Foothills
Land Trust, the State of Maine, U.S. Forest Service and
others, to raise the necessary dollars to permanently
conserve the forests under predominately private
ownership.

• Expand and enhance outdoor recreational
opportunities for residents and visitors,
supporting local economies and businesses
that rely on tourism and recreation.
• Support a continued source of forest products
for the western Maine economy and timber
industry jobs.

15,408

To fund this land’s permanent protection, the Fund
and its partners are seeking support from several
public programs including USDA Forest Legacy
Program, through the Land and Water Conservation
Fund and the Natural Resources Conservation
Service. The Fund also is working with its partners
to raise $7 million in private support to complete this
significant conservation effort.

Acres

$6.2M

Economic Impact

3.6M

MT CO2e Stored
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Selected Working Forest Fund® Green Bond Project

Clarion Junction Forest – Pennsylvania
The forest also safeguards important habitat for bear,
deer, and birds like the American woodcock, blackthroated blue warbler, cerulean warbler and Louisiana
water thrush. Located within the “Pennsylvania
Wilds” region, a 2.1-million-acre stretch of working
forests that provides hunting, paddling, fishing and
elk viewing opportunities, the Fund’s efforts to
conserve the Clarion Junction Forest will boost the
region’s $1.7 billion dollar annual tourism industry.
The land will be open to public recreation, including
hunting and trout fishing.

Northwestern Pennsylvania’s forests are essential to
the region’s character and economy. These forests
serve as a destination for tourists, offering ample
opportunities for hunting, fishing, kayaking and other
recreation. They also play a critical role in providing
wildlife habitat and filtering the air and water.
Forest-related industries play a big part in the rural
communities nestled within this region. In the small
town of Johnsonburg in Elk County, the local paper
mill has operated since the town’s beginnings over
a century ago, and remains the largest industry and
employer. Working forests surrounding Johnsonburg
provide a steady source of wood for the mill and
support 328 local jobs.

32,598

The Fund’s Role

Acres

In the largest conservation acquisition by a nonprofit
in Pennsylvania history, the Fund purchased the
32,598-acre Clarion Junction Forest in Elk and
McKean Counties. The Working Forest Fund will
sustainably manage the working forestland over
the next few years, providing the time needed to
determine and implement permanent conservation
strategies that support both recreational access and
local economies.

$39.2M

Economic Impact

7.9M

MT CO2e
Carbon Stored

In 2019, the Fund participated in a pilot project
to demonstrate the efficacy of a data-driven
marketplace for forest carbon benefits. The novel
approach involves a short-term reduction in harvest
activity in exchange for a payment proportional to
the economic impact of the harvest reduction.

Important Habitat
Protection for Brook Trout
55 miles of “High Quality/
Cold Water Fisheries”

Why This Project Matters
The Fund’s goal in acquiring Clarion Junction Forest
is not only to ensure that it will stay forested, but also
for the land to continue to support local mills and
timber-related jobs.
Protecting this land is a big win for Pennsylvania’s
environment. It provides a bridge between
Pennsylvania Game Commission lands and the
Allegheny National Forest, a connection that will
benefit both people and wildlife.
12

“Under [the Fund’s] ownership, these
lands will sustainably support the
regional forest products industry, remain
a valuable part of the local tax base,
and allow for public recreational access.
It’s great to see these conservation
outcomes balanced with a win for our
local communities.”

“The Conservation Fund’s partnership
w i t h t h e Pe n n sy l va n i a G a m e
Commission allows for a variety of
recreational opportunities to take
place on the Clarion Junction Forest in
the Pennsylvania Wilds. Public-private
partnerships are key to protecting
critical forestland, wildlife habitat
and the continuity of Pennsylvania’s
outdoor legacy.”

Lucas Dillinger, Wood Procurement
Manager at the Domtar mill in
Johnsonburg

Scott Bearer, Habitat Planning and
Development Division Chief, Pennsylvania
Game Commission
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Selected Working Forest Fund® Green Bond Project

Pleasant River Headwaters Forest – Maine
The nearly 27,000-acre Pleasant River Headwaters
Forest is one of the last remaining large, unprotected
forest blocks in Maine’s 100-Mile Wilderness. Located
in the heart of Maine’s North Woods near Moosehead
Lake, an arduous and beautiful section of the
Appalachian Trail, this property’s protection is a top
priority for the Fund and its partner the Appalachian
Mountain Club (AMC).

26,739
Acres

$7.7M

Economic Impact

The Fund’s Role
The Fund purchased the Pleasant River Headwaters
Forest in Piscataquis County, Maine. Under the Fund’s
temporary ownership, the Fund will sustainably
manage the property, allowing AMC time to raise the
funds needed to bring the working forestland into its
permanent ownership and protection.

Critical Spawning Access
and Habitat Protection
for Atlantic Salmon

The Pleasant River Headwaters Forest will sustain
local and regional mills while simultaneously
improving habitat, generating perpetual returns to
support the land and remaining open to the public
for recreation.

Why This Project Matters
The Pleasant River Headwaters Forest is a keystone
tract in Maine’s North Words; according to AMC it is
a “hole in the doughnut”. Permanent conservation
of this property will ensure it always remains a
forest and that the West and Middle Branches of the
Pleasant River watersheds, which serve as a critical
designated habitat for Atlantic salmon and native
brook trout, are forever safeguarded.
Maine’s vast forests, along with its coasts, rivers and
mountains, define the state’s way of life. Keeping
the Pleasant River Headwaters Forest property as a
working forest will ensure a permanent conservation
solution that meets the needs of people, protects
wildlife habitat and provides economic benefits to
the region now and into the future.
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______________________
i Natural Climate Solutions: https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1710465114
ii Fourth National Climate Assessment: https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/6/
iii Natural Climate Solutions: https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1710465114
iv Natural Climate Solutions for the United States: https://cpb-us-e1.wpmucdn.com/blogs.cornell.edu/dist/2/7553/files/2019/04/
NaturalClimateSolutionsUnitedStates_Fargione2018.pdf
v The Economic Impact of Privately-Owned Forests in the 32 Major Forested States (National Alliance of Forest Owners)
vi The Outdoor Recreation Economy: Outdoor Industry Association https://outdoorindustry.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/OIA_RecEconomy_FINAL_Single.pdf
vii From the Forest to the Faucet: USDA Forest Service https://www.fs.fed.us/ecosystemservices/pdf/forests2faucets/F2F_Methods_Final.pdf
viii Running Pure Report: https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/15006/292830Running0pure.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
ix Habitat Fragmentation and its Lasting Impact on Earth’s Ecosystems: Science Advances https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/1/2/e1500052
x North Atlantic Landscape Conservation Cooperative(funder), Mark G. Anderson(Principal Investigator), 2018-01-09(creation), 2018-01-09(lastUpdate),
2016-12-12(Publication), Resilient and Connected Landscapes for Terrestrial Conservation
xi Summary for Policymakers: IPCC https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/spm/
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1655 N. Fort Myer Drive, Suite 1300
Arlington, Virginia 22209
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